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Abstract

In a certain class of superstring models, supersymmetry is broken in a hidden sector
but remains globally conserved in the observable sector of quarks and gluons. We
recently identified the symmetry responsible for this property, a nonlocal symmetry
closely connected with spacetime duality. This symmetry is broken by chiral and
conformai anomalies, which provides the source of supersymmetry breaking in the
observable sector and a possibly large hierarchy of scales. We give here details on our
analysis, focussing on the identification of the anomalous terms which provide a source
of breaking.
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1 Introduction.

The issue of supersymmetry breaking is one of the stumbling blocks for the construction
of a realistic string model with definite predictive power. Little progress has been made
in this direction in the last years. In a recent paper[l], we suggested a possible way out,
connected with the presence of duality symmetry in string models. Very crudely speaking.
in the simple model that we studied, the spontaneous breaking of local supersymmetry
provides a gravitino mass only a few orders of magnitude smaller than the Planck scale Mpi\
but global supersymmetry remains unbroken, being protected by a symmetry connected
with duality: thus all matter fields remain massless at this level. Fortunately, at the
quantum level, the anomalous behaviour of this symmetry provides for a breaking of global
supersymmetry and yields nonzero contributions for the masses of the matter fields; the
nonperturbative nature of this breaking generates a large hierarchy between the scales of
local and global supersymmetry, thus paving the way for a possible explanation of the
hierarchy Mw/Mpt observed in nature.

In this paper and the following[2](respectively numbered I and II), we intend to give a
detailed account of our results. This paper will focus on the identification of the symmetry
that protects global supersymmetry together with its anomalous behaviour which provides
a source of breaking. Paper Ii deals mainly with the derivation of the effective theory
relevant for low energy phenomenology.

The mechanism that we use for breaking local supersymmetry is based on the conden-
sation of gauginos in a hidden sector, such as the one which appears in superstring models
compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifold or an orbifold[3] (it can be used in a similar way
in 4-dimensional string models).In Section 2, we recall some earlier results which indicate
that this does not break supersymmetry globally and we identify the symmetry responsible
for it. Preparing the ground for the next Section, Section 3 is a brief summary of what we
need to know on the coupling of matter to supergravity, in particular in connection with
Kâhler invariance which plays a central role in our analysis. Indeed in Section 4, we come
to the heart of the matter and describe gaugino condensation in the language of effective
Lagrangians. This allows us to include the anomalous contributions which provide the
germ for global supersymmetry breaking. Finally, Section 5 studies the connection of our
symmetry with the much studied duality symmetry of string theories, introduces Paper II
and concludes.



2 The role of SL(2,7l) in protecting global supersymmetry.

We first recall some earlier results[4] that seemed to indicate that, at least in a certain
class of superstring models, although gaugino condensation in a hidden sector breaks local
super symmetry, it does not break global supersymmetry in the observable sector of quarks
and leptons. We will then identify the symmetry responsible for this property.

In this section, we consider a simple compactification[5] often-dimensional supergravity
that respects the qualitative features of Calabi-Yau compactification[6]. We will return to
more realistic models but this particular one provides us with a symmetry structure that
is common to a broad class of models. And, as we have already stressed, our proofs will
be based mainly on symmetry arguments.

Besides the supergravity multiplet we find two types of "structural" chiral supermulti-
plets in 4 dimensions:

- a dilaton-type superfield S with scalar component a, whose vacuum expectation value
(vev) provides the ratio between the Planck scale Mpi and the string scale Ms = a'~1/2:

^P- =< Res >»». (2.1)
Ms

- a modulus-type superfield T with scalar component t, whose vev yields the radius R
of the compact manifold in string units:

\T = B~l —< TJpt -> - 1 /2 \fs (O O)

This superstring model is a grand unified model based on gauge group G (g) H C
E6®E'S, with G and H products of simple groups. At the compactification scale, the
gauge couplings of all groups are equal: Mcomp is the grand unification scale

The common value g of the gauge coupling is actually expressed in terms of the vev of
Res:

— =<Res>. (2.4)
(J2

In the gauge nonsinglet sector, there is a sector of fields which are charged under G C Ee
and singlet under E'a. We call it observable because it is there that one finds the usual
gauge fields, quarks and leptons. This observable sector consists of gauge supermultiplets
and matter supermultiplets which we denote by $'. The simple model that we consider is
not realistic in particular in the sense that there is only one family of quarks and leptons:
the index i runs over the components of only one 27 of E6, possibly not all of them if
G^E6 (we take 1 < . < N).

There is finally a sector which consists only of the gauge supermultiplets of H C E'a.
These fields interact only gravitationally with all the others and thus form a hidden sector.

As for any four-dimensional model coupled to N — 1 supergravity. tho couplings in the
Lagrangian are fixed by 3 functions[7], the Kàhler potential K, the sui>ri potential W and



the normalisation of the gauge kinetic terms /OiJ. They read respectively:

.v
A' = -lu(S + 5 ) - 3 m | J > f - |$|2). |$|2 = ]T $ ' 1 \ (2 .Ô)

1=1

m*) = t-,̂ .*'*-1*11'. (2.0)
/ . < = SA..! (2.7)

(one can check that (2.4) follows from the last equation).
For example, the scalar potential reads:

V = ( *[(A-1 )''•( IT"., + ITVvn )( Til; + ÏÏVvs) - 3|Tïf]

= ^ , , ( ç T 1 ) " ' ' & - 3 ] + .D-terms. (2.S)

where
j? = A- + lu|Tr|2. (2.9)

and Ti; = d\Y/d$\\\'<, = dlV/d$\- • • (*" = S. T.*1). The ground state is reached at
< $ ' > = 0 mid since then V = O for any value of S and T. these two fields correspond to
Hat directions of the scalar potential.

At this point, the theory is locally sujjersyumietric and the gravitiuo mass m;J/j given
I)V

In^2 = C* (2.10)

vanishes at the ground state (< <£' > = 0). One needs to break sivpersyuunetry to lift
the degeneracy associated with s and t and to determine the basic scales of the theory
(2. I H 2.3).

As we go down in energy from MCL,m,> = MnuT- we reach a scale A1. where the gauge
interaction in the hidden sector becomes strong:

A, = UovTt-[°+mAho). (2.11)

where />u is the coefficient of the one-loop beta function for the H gauge coupling ( [idg/dp =
—l>i)<j:i). At this scale, we expect that the hidden sector gauginos will form condensatesfS]1

which will break spontaneously local supersymmetry. This however generates a large
cosmological constant and a potential for .$ monotonically decreasing to zero at * —* +:c
(where supersynmietry is restored).

To overcome this difficulty, it was proposed[3] to introduce a companion super-symmetry
breaking mechanism which cancels the cosmological constant (at least at tree level). The
usual method is to give a nonzero vev to the compact part of the field strength of the
antisymmetric tensor .B.yA' present in 10-dimensional supergravity[ll]. This field strength
is defined in 10 dimensions by (£. M. X € {1 • • • 10} )

HLU\ = 0L By, y + Os B LM + Oy1ByL (2.12)

''WV wish to stress here that the situation is that of supersymmetric QCD ami not at all the one fniuilinr
in CJ(1O. In particular, the oiie-iiistanton contribution which we will find below (Et|.{2.i:j)) is the lending
one in supersyiiiinetric QCD, whereas it is drowned in the niulti-instantoii contribution in QCD. l'or nice
reviews on the subject, see Ref.9.10.



and one sets
< H,mn >= cMPi3€imn, (2.13)

where Um,n € {1,2,3} refer to 3 complex coordinates describing the 6-dimensional com-
pact manifold and e;m7l is the completely antisymmetric tensor (for more careful definitions
see Ref.4). Xote that Himn does not propagate in 4 dimensions. Also topological argu-
ments similar to the ones that lead to the quantization of the charge of a Dirac monopole
indicate that c obeys a quantization condition[12].

This all boils down to generating 5 (i.e. gauge coupling) and c-dependent terms in the
superpotential:

W = c + h e ~ ^ + IF($). (2.14)

The symmetry arguments which lead to (2.14) will be exposed in detail in Section 4
to which we postpone a detailed study of the dynamics of gaugino condensation using
an effective Lagrangian approach. For the time being, we will take (2.14) as defining the
effective theory below the condensation scale A0.

The vacuum degeneracy associated with s is lifted by supersymmetry breaking. Indeed
the potential reads for $' = 0 (still necessary to minimize the potential)

1 W*' o) l

which determines the vev of s:

< s >= sQ = X0 + i-—b0, ne Z (2.16)
3

where
3 £ 2 3 / 2 \ (2.17)

At tree level, the t field remains undetermined. Also, at this order, the terms that one
would expect from soft supersymmetry breaking in the observable sector (gaugino masses,
scalar masses, A-terms) all vanish.

The analysis of the one-loop contributions was undertaken in Refs.13,14,4. The attitude
eventually adopted in Ref.4 is that one should not only minimize the potential with respect
to the fields 5 and t but also with respect to the parameters c and h. The reason behind this
is the property of string theory that there is only one fundamental dimensionful parameter
in a string model[15], say the string scale Ms- All other parameters are expressed in terms
of this scale and vevs of scalar fields. Examples of this are provided by Eqs.(2.1)-(2.4).
We will see in Section 4 that h can be similarly interpreted as the expectation value of a
scalar (gauge singlet) operator, and c, proportional to < H[mn >, is related to h through
the tree-level relation (2.17). The physical interpretation of this property is that, a string
theory being a totally constrained system (up to the string coupling a'), all parameters
(vevs) must adjust themselves so as to minimize the overall vacuum energy in the presence
of all quantum corrections to the effective theory.

Under these conditions, one finds that, for a certain range of parameters, the one-
loop corrected potential has a stable, nontrivial (1713/2 i1 0) minimum; the vacuum energy
vanishes and the vacuum is degenerate in one direction in the space of vevs (see Fig.l).



This last property is certainly very welcome since the parameter c obeys a quantization
condition (the topological - global - arguments that lead to it are certainly ignored by
the perturbative - local - approach that leads to Fig.l): we are left with a set of discrete
vacua along the flat direction.

All scales can be computed in terms of one, say the Planck scale, and c (reflecting
the left-over degeneracy). In particular one finds[4] at most two orders of magnitude
between Mpi and m3/2\/6oC which makes one happy not to find any soft supersymmetry
breaking term at tree level (terms appearing at this order would be of order ro3/2). In
fact, implementing the condition that the vacuum energy vanishes at one loop generalizes
this result to the one-loop level: no gaugino mass, no scalar mass and no A-term are
generated by one-loop radiative corrections. This surprising property can be interpreted
as the difficulty in sending the information of local supersymmetry breaking in the hidden
sector (m3/2 ^ 0) to the observable sector.

The symmetry responsible for this was identified in Ref.l. In the simple model that
we consider, the scalar field kinetic energy has SU(I, I)QSU(N + 1,1) symmetry which
makes it a no-scale model[16]. A subgroup SCf(1,1) = SL(2,Ti) of this symmetry is in
fact an exact symmetry of the full Lagrangian. Indeed, under

ad-be = I, a,b,c,d<=7l, (2.1S)

icT + d'

A" = K + F+T, (2.19)

W' = \Ve-F, (2.20)

we have (cf Eqs.(2.5),(2.6))

with
F = 3ln(icT + d), (2.21)

i.e. it can be interpreted as a Kàhler transformation and is therefore an invariance of the
full supersymmetric Lagrangian (cf. next section).

Eq.(2.18) gives the transformation at the level of superfields. It must be complemented
with the transformation law for the 9 variables which, having a chiral weight 1, transform
under the Kàhler transformation (2.19) as (see Section 3):

9'" = e~iImF^6a. (2.22)

This SX(2, Tl) transformation was identified earlier by Li1 Peschanski and Savoy[17] as a
symmetry present in a large class of models. We will study in Section 5 its connection
with spacetime duality.

We now proceed to give plausibility arguments as to why this symmetry is responsible
for the cancellation of soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the observable sector. We



first note that, in order to respect the transformation law (2.20), one has to transform the
parameters c and h according to:

c ' _ S h' =
 1I to 03)

(icT + d)*' (icT + d)3' { '

Here we interpret c and h as constant superfields; the theory is defined by \c = Fc = \h =
Fh = 0. Then invariance under (2.23) means that the theory expressed in terms of the
primed fields, and defined by xc> = Fe> = Xh' = Fh> — 0, is equivalent to the original theory.
Eq.(2.23) corresponds to the correct transformation properties of the fields whose vevs are
respectively c and h (see Section 4). It is also consistent with the attitude advocated
above: one should allow c and h to vary in order to let the whole system relax to the
ground state which minimizes the overall energy.

We then make use of the fact that the full tree level Lagrangian derived from (2.14) is
invariant under the transformation (2.18,2.23). In particular, if we place ourselves at the
ground state for s, all field-dependent masses can be expressed in terms of the SL(2,Ti)
invariant mass parameter d

m =
 ( r + f | $ |* )3 /2 A / "< ( 2 - 2 4 )

and of SL('2,Tt) invariant redefinitions of the $' fields: $'.
When going to higher orders, the only source of noninvariance arises from the cut-off

dependence (giving rise for example at one loop to the trace anomaly; more about this
in Section 4). The nature of the cut-off is very special in string models for two specific
reasons: i) the cut-off is finite, ii) in its field theoretic version, it is field dependent as any
other mass scale. For instance, two typical cut-offs are given by

4JtJ>/
aUT [(S + S)(T + r- |*l2)]1 / 2 '

Ac = ACUTe-{S+Sm4bo), (2.25)

(note that < AQUT >— MQUT given in (2.3)) and transform under SZ(2,1Z) according to:

A' = A \icT + d\. (2.26)

Since we are mainly concerned with quantities which are zero (through supersymmetry)
before gauginos condense, the relevant cut-off for our purpose will be Ac. The full quantum
potential then reads formally at one loop

Vi= m 4 / ^ , * ' ) (2-27)

which we can rewrite[4] using the explicit forms (2.24) and (2.25)

V * ' ) , < = TT^lW (2<28)

dWe use here the expression of c in ternis of h obtained at tree level, Eq.(2.17).



Minimizing with respect to |h| (see the comments above and Section 4) and t yields, apart
from the trivial minimum corresponding to m = 0, the following conditions:

= 0= |£«, (2.29)

Hence in the case where the potential remains bounded from below, one has the following
interesting property: there is a flat direction, i.e. the potential Fi remains zero in the
direction '

| h |=<C>(< + <- |$ | 2 ) . (2.30)

This remarkable property implies that global supersymmetry remains unbroken in this
direction. Indeed, letting Mpi go to infinity in the final result, we conclude from the
fact that F = O that this flat direction remains globally supersymmetric and that no soft
supersymmetry breaking term can thus be generated. Let us stress here that we could
not have reached this conclusion if we had put Mpi to infinity before computing radiative
corrections, i.e. if we had started with renormalisable terms only: there might be finite
terms resulting from the compensations between the l/Mpi factors of the nonrenormalis-
able terms and the cut-off or the vevs that scale with Afpj; these would be lost if we had
truncated from the beginning.

The same conclusions could presumably be reached to all orders by following the same
line of reasoning. We only sketch the proof here. Suppose that we have proved to the nth
order that there exists a flat direction of the type (2.30): |h| =< C >(n) (t + t- |$]2) (the
(n) superscript refers to the fact that < C > has been determined to the nth order). Then
no soft supersymmetry breaking masses or couplings are generated to this order in this
direction. We conclude that, at the (n + l)th level, the potential along this direction can
still be formally written as in (2.27): ^

(2.31)

Following the same argument that led to (2.30), we conclude that there exists a flat di-
rection for the potential: |h| =< C >(n+1) (t + t - |$|2), where the (n + l)th correction
to < C > i-e. (< C >(n+1) - < C >(n)) is determined precisely by Vn+1. No soft super-
symmetry breaking term is therefore generated to this (n + l)th order and hence to any
order.

One should note here that it is the SL(2, TZ) symmetry that allowed us to express all the
masses in terms of the invariant mass m (Eq.(2.24)) and which led us to this conclusion. In
this respect, it is interesting to note that, apart from wave function renormalisation terms,
the full quantum Lagrangian remains invariant under SL(2, TZ). The proof was given in
Ref.l but we recall it for the sake of completeness. It actually goes along the same lines

'As has been emphasized in Ref.4, one should note however that the two conditions (2.29) amount to
one fine tuning among the parameters describing the potential, more specifically among the parameters that
characterize the uncertainties in the regularization of divergences.

' At this given (n + l)th order, we use the expression of c in terms of h obtained at the nth order. This
takes care of the c dependence.



as the preceding one. Define the nonderivative part C\D of the full quantum Lagrangian

CXD=--CM-CUE, (2.32)

which can be written formally

C.\'D = m4F{m,$\S;\c). (2.33)

Under 51(2.TC),

StC St \ C£ . V D ~ StC\'D = St \^C ZT
.\c at [at at

Hence 6£\ cannot contribute to S-matrix elements that do not involve derivative couplings.
This is in agreement with the left-over global supersymmetry which allows wave function
renormalisation only.

We have established the preceding results more rigorously by deriving Ward identi-
ties that will be given elsewhere. The proof makes use of an additional global compact
U(1)R invariance (iî-parity) and is similar to the proof of nonrenormalisation theorems for
renormalizable theories with global supersymmetry.

3 A refresher on the coupling of matter to supergravity in
connection with Kâhler invariance.

In order to prepare the ground for the next Section, we describe here the superspace
formalism which lies behind the coupling of matter to supergravity. The corresponding
Lagrangian was derived by Cremmer et al. [18] in terms of the component fields. The
structure of the corresponding superspace was identified in Ref.19 and is explained in
more details in Ref.20.

As is well known, this coupling is described by the Kâhler potential A'($, $).3 Corre-
spondingly, Kâhler invariance:

A'($, $) ' = A'($, *) + F(*) + F(*). (3.1)

plays a central role in unravelling the superfield structure. A superfield 7 of chiral Uf 1 )
weight LJ("I) transforms under a Kâhler transformation:

i F-F
7' = 7 exp[--w(7)/mF] = 7 exp[-w(7)——}. (3.2)

To implement this at the superfield level, one defines a superspace derivative which is
covariant with respect to Kâhler transformations:

A (3.3)

"For simplicity, in this Section, $ refers to a]] chiral supermultiplets in the theory.



where (& = a,à)

.4a = \i>aK , A6 = ~\û"K\ (3.4)
4 4

and D^ is the usual superspace derivative. 'With the help of this derivative, it is now easy
to define component fields with a definite chiral U[I) weight. For instance, in the case of
a chiral superfield A" of weight u>:

V6X = 0, (3.5)
the fermionic field defined as

Xa = -\=VaX I (3.6)
v2

has weight u> — 1 and transforms accordingly under a Kahler transformation (cf (3.2)).
Other chiral U(I) weights are u/(0£j) = l,u?(A°) = 1 respectively for a gravitino and a
gaugino field.
In this formalism, the superfield Lagrangian takes a simple form. It consists of 3 terms:

(a) a supergravity-chiral matter kinetic term

£o = -3 /dy6E =-Z Jd2QSn + h.c, (3.7)

where E is the (super)determinant of the supervierbein, £ is the chiral density multiplet of
U(I) weight zero and R a chiral superfield of U(I) weight 2. In (3.7), there is an implicit
dependence on the chiral and antichiral superfields $',<&* through the dependence of the
spinorial derivatives of E on A'(<$, $). Indeed,(3.7) yields in particular the kinetic terms
for all the components of the (anti)chiral supermultiplets[19,20]:

1 . -k i j _ M , _-k , - j

e ' 2
where g^ is the Kàhler metric d2K/d$'d$h and the component fields are defined through
the superspace derivatives introduced earlier:

•I. - " h

. F* = —l-P2$~k\. (3.9)
4

(b) a term describing the coupling of Yang-Mills fields to supergravity through a single
function /(<,&)($) holomorphic in the chiral superfields:

flab)(*)ww + h.c.

h.c. (3.10)

(c) a potential term describing the nonderivative interactions of the chiral matter
through a single holomorphic function, the superpotential

= J d2Q£eKl2W{$) 4- h.c. (3.11)



Using the transformation laws (3.1) and (3.2) for 'R (LC(TZ) = 2), one checks that in order
for Cpot to be invariant under a Kâhler transformation, \V(<è) has to transform according;
to[21] (Jd4OE is invariant; likewise cPQ has weight (-2))

TJ''(*) = Tr(*)e"F (3.12)

This is possible only if TT'($) is a monomial fonction of the $ fields as in the case of
interest to us (cubic). One should note that the transformation (3.12) respects the holo-
morphicity of the superpotential: in other words, Kàhler transformations on the <£ fields
are holomorphic, as it should for fields parametrizing a Kâhler manifold. On the other
hand, eA'/2IV($) has a definite chiral U(I) weight (i.e. satisfies (3.2) with w = 2) and thus
satisfies the chiral superfield constraint:

2A*)eKf2W
N'2tW (3.13)

where we have used (3.4). We see that (3.13) expresses only the fact that W is chiral in
the usual superspace sense.

Using a specific Kâhler transformation (F = In(TF)), one immediately checks that the
Lagrangian depends on the single function C = K + ln|TF|2 (apart from /(„6)):

Cpot = Id2QSe912 + h.c. (3.14)

We will not use this formulation here however because Kâhler invariance is no longer
manifest, since the "gauge" is then fixed by the particular choice made for F. Also
the comparison with couplings obtained from string scattering amplitudes is much more
straightforward in our original formulation (which is sometimes called for this reason the
string basis, to be distinguished from the supergravity basis in (3.14) used by Crernmer
et al.[l8]). One should pay attention to the fact that ,when going from one basis to the
other, nonholomorphic factors appear, such as (W/W)W^A (take (3.2) with F = InTV).

It is important to stress that, apart from this minor modification, the component
field Lagrangian obtained from (3.7),(3.10) and (3.11) coincides with the Lagrangian of
Cremmer et a/.[18], without any further redefinition of the component fields[19.20]. The
component fields defined in (3.9) are therefore identical to the ones used in Ref.18 and the
superfield formalism discussed here is the one which corresponds to the usual component
field Lagrangian (although, from a global supersymmetry point of view, it looks rather
unfamiliar).

4 Effective Lagrangian describing gaugino condensation.

We have seen in Section 2 that the SL(2,%) invariance of the Lagrangian acts as a cus-
todial symmetry which prevents the information of local supersymmetry breaking in the

10



hidden sector (m3/2 ̂  0) from being transferred to the observable sector: global super-
symmetry remains unbroken. If this was the end of the story, it would be disappointing
since no realistic model could be built on such a statement. Luckily enough however, this
symmetry turns out to have an anomaly which provides the source of noninvariance that
we are looking for. This allows the subsequent breaking of global supersymmetry in the
observable sector. Our purpose in this section is to make these statements quantitative
and to write the effective theory below the scale of gaugino condensation, including the
contribution of the anomaly, i.e. including the terms breaking the 51(2, Tl) symmetry and
leading to supersymmetry breaking in the observable sector. In order to do so, we will
use an effective Lagrangian approach which will allow us to implement the effects of the
anomalous behaviour of SI(2, Tl). In fact, we will adapt the method used by Veneziano
and Yankielowicz[22] in the case of supersymmetric QCD to the case of matter coupled to
N — 1 supergravity as described in the last Section.

We restrict our attention to the gravitational (including the S and T fields) and hidden
gauge sectors. The Lagrangian is given by Eqs.(3.7)(3,10): h

C = C0 + C$u
j ê h.c. (4.i)

V:+h.c.

The S and T fields appear also implicitely through the dependence of the Kàhler po-
tential:

K =-In(S+ S)-3In(T+ T). (4.2)

We first consider two classical invariances of the Lagrangian[22]:
(i) global chiral U(I) R

This invariance is simply obtained by considering a purely imaginary Kahler transfor-
mation F = 3i/3. From the discussion of the preceding Section, it is obviously an invariance
of the Lagrangian £ in Eq.(4.1). One obtains immediately the following transformation
laws:

(0 0' = e'

s'(*,o') = s(*,e) , £'(*,e') = £(*,0). (4.3)
(ii) global dilatations
One has the following transformations under global dilatations:

(U) x' = erx , 0' = er/20,

W;'(x',&) = e-!'H?(*,0),

1Z'(x\&) = e-pft(x,0),

S'(x',O') = S(x,Q) , £'(x',&) = £(x,Q). (4.4)

Except otherwise stated we set MPI = 1 in this section.

11



The Yang-Mills action obtained from Cyst is invariant under these transformations but
the total action is not because of the presence of £0; as is well-known, nonrenormalizable
terms break scale invariance.

We now turn to the full quantum Yang-Mills Lagrangian which we write

A'.U = £?A, + £?.V (4.5)
In this expression, Cy^ represents the sum over all hidden sector gauge multiplet loops
generated by the renormalizable couplings contained in Cysi (the S supermultiplet does not
propagate in this approximation). At the quantum level, both symmetries are anomalous.
Indeed, under (i)

vu f / ?Z h-c- = -^b0FF + • • • (4.6)
and under (H)

^J J ^ j d*xF2 + • • • (4.7)

where bo is the coefficient of the one-loop beta function for the hidden sector gauge group:
fidg/dfj. = -&o03-

Now because of the coupling of S to W£W" in (4.1), one can define generalized chiral
U(I) transformations under which S varies and which are nonanomalous:

(Ï) 0' = e-*T0,

UT(A ©') = e-*rW-(x,e),
S'(x,Q') = S(x,Q) + 2boir

£'(x,&) = 5(2,0). (4.S)

Similarly for the global dilatations, one defines:

(U') x' = elx , 0 ' = e*/20,

Tv-v, ©') = e-înv:(x,e),
SV, 0') = S(x,Q) + 2tb0,
£'(x',&) = £(x,Q). (4.9)

This last invariance is broken by Co, because of the transformation law of the 5-dependent
Kâhler potential.

Also, Weyl anomalies such as (4.7) usually arise because infinite quantum corrections
must be regulated by introducing a cut-off A or by specifying a renormalisation scale p.
In the theories that we consider, this scale is Aci/r which is itself a dynamical variable.
Hence one can restore scale invariance by defining the following transformation:

(H") x' = eux , 0 ' = e"/20,

W?(x', 0') = e-l»W?(x,0),
S'(x\&) = S(x,Q),

T'(x',&) = e2uT(x,Q),

£'(x',0') = £(x, Q). (4.10)
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The transformation of the T field is chosen in order that AGUT (to be precise, we
consider here the scalar component of the superfield defined in Eq.(2.25)) transforms wirh
a Weyl weight unity:

(4.11)

It follows for the Kahler potential (4.2):

h"(x',Q') = K(x,Q) - 6u. (4.12)

Hence this generalized transformation amounts to a Kâhler transformation with F = —3M.
One should note however that, since one also transforms the x variable in (4.10), the
superpotential need not be transformed, as can be seen from the general form of the
potential term (3.11) and:

J d'x'J d2&eK''2 = Jd4xj dW2. (4.13)

Now that we have studied the invariances of the underlying Yang-Mills theory, we
come to describe the effective theory below the scale of condensation. Indeed, we want to
construct an effective Lagrangian in terms of a composite chiral superfield which reproduces
the behavior of the original Lagrangian (4.1) under the different symmetries. A natural
candidate for this chiral superfield would be the gaugino condensate:

U = \w:\Va
a. (4.14)

However, this field does not have the right Kâhler transformation properties to be present
as such in a superpotential. Indeed, from our discussion of last section, one sees that U
transforms as a chiral superfield of weight w = 2, that is, using Eq.(3.2):

L" = U exp[(F - F)/2}. (4.15)

On the other hand, we saw that the chiral superflelds which are present in the superpoten-
tial should transform holomorphically under a Kahler transformation (they parametrize a
Kahler manifold) and U cannot thus appear as such in the superpotential. Obviously (see
Section 3) the field H which appears in the superpotential is related to U by

U = eK/2f(S)H3 (4.16)

where we have chosen a canonical dimension one for H. Indeed, under a Kâhler transfor-
mation, H transforms holomorphically:

H' = He-F'3 (4.17)

and it is a chiral field in the usual sense:

0 = V°U = (D6 + 2A")U = (\t>°K + 2A°)U + eK'2T>°{f{S)Hz)

^ 2 6 1 H . (4.1S)
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The function /(S), which represents an effective gauge coupling dependence, will soon be
determined.

We have seen earlier that the interactions of a chiral superfield are described by

Cpot = Ja2Q £eK'2 W + h.c. (4.19)

and corresponding to the decomposition (4.5) of A'.v/, we have

TF = W° + WQ. (4.20)

Now writing U Eq.(4.16) explicitly in (4.1) (using (4.14)), one sees that:

Wc = Sf(S)H3, (4.21)

We thus check that W° depends precisely on the field H whose Kâhler transformation is
holomorphic (indeed Wc> = Wce~F as it should, cf Eq.(3.12)).

The classical super potential W° reproduces the classical invariances of the underlying
Yang-Mills theory if

(0 H'(x,&) = e-i0H(x,Q), K'(x,&) = K(x,Q) (4.22)

(H) H'(x',Q') = e~rH(x, Q), A"(*', 0') = K(x, Q) (4.23)

As for the full potential W, it reproduces the quantum properties of CYM in (4.6),(4.7) if

(i) WQ = emWQ> + 2IPb0S-1W0, (4.24)

(H) WQ = e3rlVQ>+ 2Tb0S-1W0. (4.23)

The two extra terms (proportional to W°) are the remnants in the effective theory of
the chiral and trace anomalies in the underlying gauge theory. The solution of these two
equations is

(^yj (4.26)

^ j (4.27)

where n(S) is a S-dependent scale to be determined.
In fact, / (5) and /J(S) are determined by considering the generalized chiral U(I) trans-

formations (i'). Under these transformations,

(i') Wc> = e~3iT(Wc + 2ib0TS~lWc) (4.2S)

whereas the full quantum Lagrangian is invariant (the symmetry is nonanomalous):

(Ï) W' = e~3iTW. (4.29)

How does the H field transform under (i')? In principle, since (i') basically amounts to
a Kâhler transformation F = 3ir, one would expect to transform H, which appears in the
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superpotential, accordingly: H' = He~iT. However, it is («)» not (i'), which corresponds to
a Kàhler transformation. In the case of (i'), S transforms ( S' — S+'2bQir) and one has to be
careful with the transformation law for H since this field of the effective theory incorporates
some gauge coupling dependence (the gauge coupling is 5 dependent, Eq.(2.4)). In fact,
we will see later that H is invariant under (i'):

(i') H' = H. (4.30)

Then (4.2S) yields an equation for /(S') in terms of /(S) which is solved by:

/(S) = Ae-35/26° (4.31)

where A is a constant. Eq.(4.29) yields in turn n(S)

ft(S) = fies'2b<> (4.32)

with fi another constant. The superpotential is then fully determined[23]:

Wc = ASe"3 5 '2 6^3

W* = 260Ae-35Z260Jy3InC-C-5/260] (4.33)

IF = 2 M e - 3 5 ^ 3 I n ( - V

Now, a transformation law such as (4.30) has no meaning as long as we have not determined
the Kàhler potential which fixes the normalisation of the H field'. In order to do so we will
use precisely the SL(I1TZ) symmetry that was discussed at length in Section 2. Since H
appears in the superpotential IVe as a cubic term (note that S does not transform under
SL(2,H)), its transformation law is identical to the one for a $ field (Eq.(2.18)):

(4.34)
T a

We will only need here the infinitesimal form:

SH = -icTH , ST = -icT2. (4.35)

Correspondingly, the form of the Kàhler potential is

(J^ ) (4.36)

Indeed, \H\2/(T + T) and S + S are invariant and U(l)nc amounts to a Kàhler transfor-
mation, as it should,

K-* K+ F +F , F = ZIcT. (4.37)

'Alternatively we could define H = He~si~ha which transforms according to H' = He~'T. The superpo-
tential is obtained from (4.33) by replacing H by Hes^1"'. It is only the H at H kinetic term i.e. the H, H
dependence of the Kahler potential, that determines whether we are dealing with the same model or not.
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It is easy to obtain the variation of the potential term under (4.35). From the explicit
form (4.33) of U', we have

IV = W(I - McT) - IcT-Ib0S-1W0 (4.3S)

or
\VQ = e3icTWQ> + 2IcTb0S-1W0. (4.39)

Writing t = p + iq, we see from (4.24,4-25) that this corresponds to transformations (i),(ii)
with respectively 3 = cp, r = —cq. The fact that we recover the chiral anomaly term is
expected since the Kâhler transformation amounts to a chiral U(I). It is more surprising
to find a trace anomaly term since we never performed a global dilatation. The origin may
be found in the nonanomalous transformation (H"), Eq.(4.10): the trace anomaly can be
cancelled by a shift on the cut-off scale. Indeed, in our case,

X'CUT = e-^XauT, (4.40)

as can be seen from the explicit form of (2.25) and (4.35). Hence, following (4.10),(4.11),
the corresponding term in (4.39) should be interpreted as the opposite of the trace anomaly
arising from the global dilatation x' = ecqx (i.e. r = cq).

Now, in the limit of vanishing superpotential (for example letting A go to zero), the
full isometry group must be an invariance of the complete Lagrangian[20,21,24]. This
fixes the H dependence of the function g since in our model the isometry group becomes

SU{Nll)
SU{N+\)®U{1)-

A' = - In(S + S)- 3In(T + T - k\H\2), (4.41)

with k a function of S + S.
In order to determine this function, we need to consider the transformation (H') which

is the only one under which S + S varies (Eq. (4.9)). It is well-known[25] that this is an
invariance of the theory only up to terms of order g2 ~ (S + S)"1 . Hence we require for
the effective theory:

+ 2tb0S-HVc] + O(g2), (4.42)

with H invariant under (H') as in (4.30). This in turn imposes that SK be itself of order
g2. But

6K = [ - I T s ~ T + T K S + S)W2O(TTS)]itbo- (4-43)

To leading order in g2, the only reasonable solution is dk/d(S + S) = 0, i.e. a mere
normalisation constant in front of the \H|2 term in (4.41).

We may now come back to the transformation law (4.30) for the H field. Had we
started with a different transformation (say H' = He~*T), we would have obtained a dif-
ferent form for the superpotential but also for the Kâhler potential (in this case A" =
- In(S + S) - 3 In(T + f - e(

s+5)/26<> \H\2)). The two formulations are obviously equivalent:
they correspond to a simple redefinition of the H field (cf. the last footnote).
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It is important to check in the end that our results make good physical sense. Indeed,
we are now going to see that they have a straightforward physical interpretation. Let us
start with our determination of the function / ( 5 ) in (4.31). Substituted in Eq.(4.16). this
yields:

U = \H3el</2e-3S/2b°. (4.44)

Thus writing A* explicitly (Eq.(4.41)) and using then (2.3),(2.4) and (2.11),

<u >~< «"ôdfej^-3"""4 '1 >- ?*•*• (4-45'
On the left-hand side we recognize what the authors of Ref.10 call A2"'00? (the l/g2 factor
is the contribution of the bosonic zero modes) and we can write Eq.(4.45) simply as •*

< AA > ~ (A2-'oop)3. (4.46)

We are now able to interpret the argument of the logarithm which appears in the quantum
piece of the effective superpotential WQ (Eq.4.33). Using Eq.(4.44),

' vi.Ti ;

which yields together with Eq.(4.45)

< —t
g* < Res > M^1/ < ResRet >3'2

Ae
(4.48)

This last expression calls for some important comments:
(i) the scale dependence is completely taken care of by the 5 and T dependence of the
expression (note the importance of the presence of the factor eKl2 in (4.44) which takes
its origin from Kâhler covariance): it thus appears clearly that y. is a mere normalization
constant. We will see below to which physical quantity we can relate it.
(ii) we recover in (4.48) the presence of the natural cutoff in the theory i.e. MGUT [4.26];
indeed it is clear that IVe integrates the quantum effects arising from fluctuations of scales
/j, in the region Ac < fi < MGUT', the importance of such a property was discussed at length
in Ref.4.
(iii) it is a welcome feature of (4.48) that all explicit S dependence has dropped out.fc

Indeed it is easy to show that 5" 1 is the loop expansion parameter in the 4-dimensional
theory; since the tree level Lagrangian expressed in string units is proportional to S, there
should be no explicit 5 dependence at the one-loop level.

i A remark on normalizations: our gaugino fields are not properly normalized and we have < AA > =
< 02(AA)jv > where the N subscript refers to gauginos with normalized kinetic terms such as the ones used
by the authors of Ref.10.

*We wish to thank G.Veneziano for making this comment and for discussions that prompted us to look
at this point more carefully.
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All these arguments make us confident that the results (4.33) and (4.41) accurately
describe the theory below the scale of condensation. We can indeed summarize our results
in a way which is self-explanatory. Using (4.33).(4.44) and (4.4S), we can write:

'^-W >= U + Mn
-UGL-T

< U > . (4.49)

We recognize the rcnormalisation of the gauge coupling (2.4) from the scale MGUT down
to Ac.

Restoring the nonsinglet fields <£' and the c contribution, the functions that determine
the tree level potential become:

K = -In(S + S ) - In(T + T-\$\2-\H\2)

II' = c + 2 M W i n ̂ ) e"3S/26°

This potential consists of a sum of positive definite terms:

V = V3 + Y, Û + VH + D- terms,

(4.50)

(4.51)

with (cf. Eq.(2.8))

Vs =

1

3 (
1

3 (
1

3 (

c + 2bo\h
3 I In — 1 (

V /V ^
1

d+J)(< + i"- |$ | 2-

1
s + JXi + i - l * ! 2 -

1

s + s)(t + t- | * | 2 -

\ h \ 2 ) 2

\h\2)2

| / i | 2 ) 2

d\V

OW
OH

162A2

5)) e-z°'2h

2

2

3 I n - + 1

(4.52)

(4.53)

The ground state for h, the scalar component of H, is reached for:

< h > = ne~x'\

(4.54)

(4.55)

and replacing h by its vev in (4.52), which amounts to truncating the theory, one recovers
the tree level Lagrangian used in Section 2, i.e. Eq.(2.15) with

(4.56)

We see that h is cubic in the vev of the H field. Its transformation law under SI(2, ft)
intuitively obtained in Section 2 (Eq.(2.23)) is thus consistent with the transformation law
for the H field (Eq.(4.34)).
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We take this opportunity to justify the transformation law for c in Eq.(2.23). In order
to do so, we have to place ourselves in the underlying 10-dimensional theory since the field
Himn whose vev is c (Eq.(2.13)) does not propagate in the 4-dimensional spacetime. It
proves easier to work in string units i.e. Ms = 1 because the 10-dimensional Lagrangian
then takes a very supple form[27]:

(4.57)

where the dilaton 0 is expressed in terms of the 4-dimensional fields s and t by:

Since £(10) is necessarily invariant under S£(2, TZ) (this transformation appears only at the
level of compactification), < H\mnH

tmn >~ |c|2 transforms as <j>3 ce (iîet)3 (s is invariant):

IcM =
(ict + d)3 (4.59)

in agreement with the transformation law (2.23). Note that one could have infered in a
similar way the transformation law for h by looking at the quartic gaugino terms in the
10-dimensional Lagrangian.

Finally, we return to the ground state identification described in Section 2 and argue
why we wrote a minimization condition for h, i.e. for ft. It turns out that, in contrast
to the case of supersymmetric QCD[22], the vev < F2 > of the hidden sector gauge field
does not automatically vanish, but itself depends in a nontrivial way on the parameter //.
Although F2 appears only as a nonpropagating auxiliary field in the effective composite
theory, it is an independent degree of freedom of the underlying theory, and its vev should
relax to a value that minimizes the total vacuum energy. This is what is taken care of
when minimizing with respect to ^, or alternatively h.

To see this more explicitly, let us compute Fu, the F-component of the U superfield,
which reads (cf (3.9) and (3.3,3.4), u(U) = 2)

Fu = -\(i>Q + AQ){T>a + 2Aa)U\
4

= (h3KaF
a + Sh2F" - ^-hzFs)XeKf2e-3'^ + fermion terms, (4.60)

2 Oo

with the index a running over the $° = $', S, T, H superfields and (w($a) = 0)

Fa = - i f l 8 * 8 ! . (4.61)

On the other hand using the definition of U (Eq.(4.14)),we have

v = -\{F2Fv = -\{F2 - iFF) + • • • (4.62)
8
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Hence < F2 >= - S < Fu > is given by (4.60). In this equation, the FH term vanishes
at the h ground state: < Fr{ > = 0 for any value of //. This is the only contribution in
supersymmetric QCD since the first term vanishes in the flat space limit. In our case.
< F 2 > depends on /i through the < Fs > term. Already at tree level, if |c/h| > 1.2, the
vacuum energy is positive definite; < V ><x | < Fs > \2 is nonzero and depends on \x. In
this case, we expect (x (i.e. F^F^) to relax to a value such that |c /h | < 1.2, so that the
vacuum energy is minimized. Once this condition is satisfied, < Fs > vanishes identically
and one has to go to the next order. At the one loop level, the relation (4.60) is modified
and we expect a corresponding shift in h, i.e. in < F2 >, so as to minimize the one-loop
corrected vacuum energy.

5 Connection with spacetime duality. Conclusions.

We have restricted the preceding discussion to the study of a simple compactification
model. But the central role played by the SL('2,'R) symmetry makes us think that our
results can be generalized to a large class of models. The reason is that this symmetry is
the continuous version of the space'.me duality which is observed in an increasing number
of string models[2S]. In the simple case of one dimension compactified on a circle of radius
R, duality is associated with the invariance of the string spectrum under the operation:
R —* y/cP/R. In our case, it is described at the level of the effective field theory by the
discrete group S£(2,Z) , under which the fields transform as in Eq.(2.18), with a,b,c,d 6
Z[1,29]. The key point is to understand how the discretization of this symmetry emerges.

We first note that, in our formalism, the continuous SZ(2, R) ® U(1)R symmetry is
apparently broken by anomalies to a continuous U(I)PQ symmetry: T —• T + ij (in
other words, there is no T dependence in the superpotential). However this residual
invariance under U(1)PQ is due to the fact that we have neglected the nonrenormalizable
couplings of the hidden Yang-Mills supermultiplet in our parametrization of the effects of
anomalies. For example, the coupling of the T field to the axial current through the Kâhler
connection[19]:

r foC *) + '^ r ?M
will induce its coupling to F^F11" via triangle diagrams of the type in Fig. 2, analogous to
those responsible for pion decay to two photons in QCD. Thus we would expect corrections
of the form

SCYM = &(T)Wa\Va, (5.1)

that is, a U(1)PQ noninvariant, T-dependent correction to the (necessarily holomorphic)
gauge normalization function. This type of term was actually considered some time ago by
Ibânêz and Nilles[30], using arguments based upon the supersymmetrization of anomaly-
cancelling terms (in their analysis, A(T) = eT). Coming back to the interpretation of our
results, this extra contribution should be added to the ones discussed in Section 4 and for
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example Eq.(4,49) should read

r +/fto 1" I TT? TTTTT) + < A(T) > | < L > . [o.-ji]

WV recdnuiZc what Kaplunovsky[31] calls the threshold correction, i.e. the finite correction
term* which arise at one loop due to the contribution of heavy modes. This threshold
correction has actually been recently computed in a class of orbifold models[32] where one
finds:

[ D 4 ] . (3.3)

where //(D is the Dedekind eta function.
This allows us to understand how the discrete symmetry 5£(2. Z) emerges in our

analysis. Indeed the full expression (5.2) amounts to adding the threshold correction to
the effective superpotential in the following way[34]:

= c + X< -W*»H3 kfcu In (£\+ A( T)] + TH

= c + 2Ji0Ae-:w/*>J-TMn [7'/(T)2I + TH*). (3.4)

As a modular function, the Dedekind function transforms under (2.1S) as:

only for a.h.c.d € Z. Thus under 5£(2. 2) . the full effective superpoteutial transforms

1

and the theory remains invariant, as it should (it has been recently proved that duality
remains a good symmetry to all orders of perturbation theory[33]). On the other hand.
SL(2.'R) remains broken by the anomalous terms discussed in Section 4.

The argument can actually be turned around to show that the only possible form for
the threshold correction is precisely (5.3)[34]. The basic idea[35,29] is to study how the
threshold correction A(T) must transform under SL[2.'R) in order to make the full one-
loop order correction invariant. This function A(T) being holomorphic. one concludes
from its transformation law that it must be expressed in terms of a modular function,
which restricts the invariance to the discrete S£(2.Z).

We may now comment on the implications of these results on our analysis of Section 2.
When we solve for the vev of the H field, we obtain a result similar to Eq.(4.5ô). except
for an extra T dependence through a modular function. This means that in the truncated
theory studied in Section 2. the fiat direction encountered is replaced by a discrete set of
ground states. This "quantization" of the Hue of minima should be put in parallel with
the other quantization condition in the problem, the one found for c[12]. One may hope
indeed that this condition is also connected with duality (remember that, order by order.
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the minimization of the potential yields a relation between c and h).

Finally, let us come back to the issue of supersymmetry breaking. Our proof that
no soft supersynimetry breaking term is generated in the observable sector vests on die
continuous S£(2.7v) symmetry. The anomalous terms discussed in Section 4 break this
custodial symmetry and provide the theory with a seed for soft supersynimetry breaking.'
It was shown in Ref.l that this is actually sufficient to generate gaugino masses in the
observable sector, in a mass range compatible with the large hierarchy observed in nature
{M\\/M/'i\. Details of the computation will be presented in Paper (II). Let us just stress
Iw1Ie that the analysis goes in two steps. Starting from the effective Lagrangian derived in
Section 4. which describes the model (call it M i ) just below the condensation scale:

(i) at low energies, the H superfield is heavy and one has to integrate over the cor-
responding degrees of freedom."1 One obtains an effective low energy model (M2) valid
at scales much below A1.. No soft supersymmetry breaking terms are generated in this
way at tree level but. of course, there are some relics of the noninvariance present in the
uonrenormalisable terms.

(ii) nonzero gaugino masses are obtained at the one loop level in this effective model
M.2- No scalar mass or A-tenu are generated to this order (at least if one does not take into
account the duality-restoring threshold correction term discussed above). The fact that
these gaugino masses are obtained through anomalous terms and two steps of radiative
corrections generates in the final answer a large number of mass ratios. More explicitly,
we find

_ - J - ^ _ AL. Y* (>"y-i\ (mH\2

A0 A A 1
( (y

HG**)' UIp1J v A0 A A 1 J
where nin is the mass of the H supermultiplet. The small hierarchy that one finds in the
breaking of soft supersymmetry (typically m.3/2 ~ At- — 10~2.1/p/) is therefore dramatically
enhanced and can easily account for the IG orders of magnitude encountered in nature. The
fact that this hierarchy of scales is related to the manifestation of duality in the effective
field theory seems to us particularly encouraging.
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Figure captions.

Fig.l: Form of the one-loop effective potential corresponding to Eqs.(2.5) and (2.14),
as a function of C/TT and i2e<[4].

Fig.2: Triangle diagrams inducing a coupling of ImT to F^JF1"" (the fermions involved
in the loop are the gauginos, the gravitino and \s).
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